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Abstract
Gibbs sampling is a Markov chain Monte
Carlo technique commonly used for estimating
marginal distributions. To speed up Gibbs sampling, there has recently been interest in parallelizing it by executing asynchronously. While
empirical results suggest that many models can
be efficiently sampled asynchronously, traditional Markov chain analysis does not apply to
the asynchronous case, and thus asynchronous
Gibbs sampling is poorly understood. In this paper, we derive a better understanding of the two
main challenges of asynchronous Gibbs: bias
and mixing time. We show experimentally that
our theoretical results match practical outcomes.

1. Introduction
Gibbs sampling is one of the most common Markov chain
Monte Carlo methods used with graphical models (Koller
& Friedman, 2009). In this setting, Gibbs sampling (Algorithm 1) operates iteratively by choosing at random a variable from the model at each timestep, and updating it by
sampling from its conditional distribution given the other
variables in the model. Often, it is applied to inference
problems, in which we are trying to estimate the marginal
probabilities of some query events in a given distribution.
For sparse graphical models, to which Gibbs sampling is
often applied, each of these updates needs to read the values of only a small subset of the variables; therefore each
update can be computed very quickly on modern hardware.
Because of this and other useful properties of Gibbs sampling, many systems use Gibbs sampling to perform inferProceedings of the 33 rd International Conference on Machine
Learning, New York, NY, USA, 2016. JMLR: W&CP volume
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Algorithm 1 Gibbs sampling
Require: Variables xi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and distribution π.
for t = 1 to T do
Sample s uniformly from {1, . . . , n}.
Re-sample xs uniformly from Pπ (Xs |X{1,...,n}\{s} ).
end for

ence on big data (Newman et al., 2007; Lunn et al., 2009;
McCallum et al., 2009; Smola & Narayanamurthy, 2010;
Theis et al., 2012; Zhang & Ré, 2014).
Since Gibbs sampling is such a ubiquitous algorithm, it is
important to try to optimize its execution speed on modern
hardware. Unfortunately, while modern computer hardware has been trending towards more parallel architectures (Sutter, 2005), traditional Gibbs sampling is an inherently sequential algorithm; that is, the loop in Algorithm 1 is not directly parallelizable. Furthermore, for
sparse models, very little work happens within each iteration, meaning it is difficult to extract much parallelism
from the body of this loop. Since traditional Gibbs sampling parallelizes so poorly, it is interesting to study variants of Gibbs sampling that can be parallelized. Several
such variants have been proposed, including applications
to latent Dirichlet allocation (Newman et al., 2007; Smola
& Narayanamurthy, 2010) and distributed constraint optimization problems (Nguyen et al., 2013).
In one popular variant, multiple threads run the Gibbs
sampling update rule in parallel without locks, a strategy
called asynchronous or H OGWILD ! execution—in this paper, we use these two terms interchangeably. This idea
was proposed, but not analyzed theoretically, in Smola
& Narayanamurthy (2010), and has been shown to give
empirically better results on many models (Zhang & Ré,
2014). But when can we be sure that H OGWILD ! Gibbs
sampling will produce accurate results? Except for the case
of Gaussian random variables (Johnson et al., 2013), there
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is no existing analysis by which we can ensure that asynchronous Gibbs sampling will be appropriate for a particular application. Even the problems posed by H OGWILD !Gibbs are poorly understood, and their solutions more so.
As we will show in the following sections, there are two
main issues when analyzing asynchronous Gibbs sampling.
Firstly, we will show by example that, surprisingly, H OG WILD !-Gibbs can be biased—unlike sequential Gibbs, it
does not always produce samples that are arbitrarily close
to the target distribution. Secondly, we will show that the
mixing time (the time for the chain to become close to its
stationary distribution) of asynchronous Gibbs sampling
can be up to exponentially greater than that of the corresponding sequential chain.
To address the issue of bias, we need some way to describe
the distance between the target distribution π and the distribution of the samples produced by H OGWILD !-Gibbs.
The standard notion to use here is the total variation distance, but for the task of computing marginal probabilities,
it gives an overestimate on the error caused by bias. To
better describe the bias, we introduce a new notion of statistical distance, the sparse variation distance. While this
relaxed notion of statistical distance is interesting in its own
right, its main benefit here is that it uses a more local view
of the chain to more tightly measure the effect of bias.
Our main goal is to identify conditions under which the bias
and mixing time of asynchronous Gibbs can be bounded.
One parameter that has been used to great effect in the
analysis of Gibbs sampling is the total influence α of a
model. The total influence measures the degree to which
the marginal distribution of a variable can depend on the
values of the other variables in the model—this parameter has appeared as part of a celebrated line of work on
Dobrushin’s condition (α < 1), which ensures the rapid
mixing of spin statistics systems (Dobrushin, 1956; Dyer
et al., 2006; Hayes, 2006). It turns out that we can use this
parameter to bound both the bias and mixing time of H OG WILD !-Gibbs, and so we make the following contributions:
• We describe a way to statistically model the asynchronicity in H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling.
• To bound the bias, we prove that for classes of models
with bounded total influence α = O(1), if sequential
Gibbs sampling achieves small sparse variation distance to π in O(n) steps, where n is the number of
variables, then H OGWILD !-Gibbs samples achieve the
same distance in at most O(1) more steps.
• For models that satisfy Dobrushin’s condition (that is,
α < 1), we show that the mixing time bounds of sequential and H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling differ only
by a factor of 1 + O(n−1 ).
• We validate our results experimentally and show that,

by using asynchronous execution, we can achieve
wall-clock speedups of up to 2.8× on real problems.

2. Related Work
Much work has been done on the analysis of parallel Gibbs
samplers. One simple way to parallelize Gibbs sampling
is to run multiple chains independently in parallel: this
heuristic uses parallelism to produce more samples overall, but does not produce accurate samples more quickly.
Additionally, this strategy is sometimes worse than other
strategies on a systems level (Smola & Narayanamurthy,
2010; Zhang & Ré, 2014), typically because it requires additional memory to maintain multiple models of the chain.
Another strategy for parallelizing Gibbs sampling involves
taking advantage of the structure of the underlying factor
graph to run in parallel while still maintaining an execution
pattern to which the standard sequential Gibbs sampling
analysis can be applied (Gonzalez et al., 2011). Much further work has focused on parallelizing sampling for specific
problems, such as LDA (Newman et al., 2007; Smola &
Narayanamurthy, 2010) and others (Nguyen et al., 2013).
Our approach follows on the paper of Johnson et al. (2013),
which named the H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling algorithm
and analyzed it for Gaussian models. Their main contribution is an analysis framework that includes a sufficient condition under which H OGWILD ! Gaussian Gibbs samples
are guaranteed to have the correct asymptotic mean. Recent
work (Terenin et al., 2015) has analyzed a similar algorithm
under even stronger regularity conditions. Here, we seek to
give more general results for the analysis of H OGWILD !Gibbs sampling on discrete-valued factor graphs.
The H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling algorithm was inspired by
a line of work on parallelizing stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) by running it asynchronously. H OGWILD ! SGD
was first proposed by Niu et al. (2011), who proved that
while running without locks causes race conditions, they
do not significantly impede the convergence of the algorithm. The asynchronous execution strategy has been applied to many problems—such as PageRank approximations (Mitliagkas et al., 2015), deep learning (Noel & Osindero, 2014) and recommender systems (Yu et al., 2012)—
so it is not surprising that it has been proposed for use with
Gibbs sampling. Our goal in this paper is to combine analysis ideas that have been applied to Gibbs sampling and
H OGWILD !, in order to characterize the behavior of asynchronous Gibbs. In particular, we are motivated by some
recent work on the analysis of H OGWILD ! for SGD (Liu
et al., 2015; De Sa et al., 2015b; Mania et al., 2015; Liu &
Wright, 2015). Several of these results suggest modeling
the race conditions inherent in H OGWILD ! SGD as noise in
a stochastic process; this lets them bring a trove of statistical techniques to bear on the analysis of H OGWILD ! SGD.
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Therefore, in this paper, we will apply a similar stochastic
process model to Gibbs sampling.
Several recent papers have focused on the mixing time of
Gibbs sampling based on the structural properties of the
model. Gotovos et al. (2015) and De Sa et al. (2015a) each
show that Gibbs sampling mixes in polynomial time for
a class of distributions bounded by some parameter. Unfortunately, these results both depend on spectral methods
(that try to bound the spectral gap of the Markov transition
matrix), which are difficult to apply to H OGWILD ! Gibbs
sampling for two reasons. First, spectral methods don’t let
us represent the sampler as a stochastic process, which limits the range of techniques we can use to model the noise.
Secondly, while most spectral methods only apply to reversible Markov chains—and sequential Gibbs sampling is
always a reversible chain—for H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling
the asynchronicity and parallelism make the chain nonreversible. Because of this, we were unable to use these
spectral results in our asynchronous setting. We are forced
to rely on the other method (Guruswami, 2000) for analyzing Markov processes, coupling—the type of analysis used
with the Dobrushin condition—which we will describe in
the following sections.

3. Modeling Asynchronicity
In this section, we describe a statistical model for asynchronous Gibbs sampling by adapting the hardware model
outlined in De Sa et al. (2015b). Because we are motivated
by the factor graph inference problem, we will focus on the
case where the distribution π that we want to sample comes
from a sparse, discrete graphical model.
Any H OGWILD !-Gibbs implementation involves some
number of threads each repeatedly executing the Gibbs update rule on a single copy of the model (typically stored
in RAM). We assume that this model serializes all writes,
such that we can speak of the state of the system after t writes have occurred. We call this time t, and we
will model the H OGWILD ! system as a stochastic process
adapted to the natural filtration Ft . Here, Ft contains all
events that have occurred up to time t, and we say an event
is Ft measurable if it is known deterministically by time t.
We begin our construction by letting xi,t denote the (Ft
measurable) value of variable i at time t, and letting I˜t be
the (Ft+1 measurable) index of the variable that we choose
to sample at time t. For Gibbs sampling, we have


1
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, P I˜t = i Ft = ;
n
this represents the fact that we have an equal probability of
sampling each variable.
Now that we have defined which variables are to be sam-

pled, we proceed to describe how they are sampled. For
H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling, we must model the fact that
the sampler does not get to use exactly the values of xi,t ;
rather it has access to a cache containing potentially stale
values. To do this, we define (Ft+1 measurable) ṽi,t =
xi,t−τ̃i,t , where τ̃i,t ≥ 0 is a delay parameter (Ft+1 measurable and independent of I˜t ) that represents how old the
currently-cached value for variable i could be. A variable
resampled using this stale data would have distribution
P (z̃i,t = z|Ft ) ∝ π(ṽ1,t , . . . , ṽi−1,t , z, ṽi+1,t , . . . , ṽn,t ).
Using this, we can relate the values of the variables across
time with

z̃i,t if i = I˜t
xi,t+1 =
xi,t otherwise.
So far, our model is incompletely specified, because we
have not described the distribution of the delays τ̃i,t . Unfortunately, since these delays depend on the number of
threads and the specifics of the hardware (Niu et al., 2011),
their distribution is difficult to measure. Instead of specifying a particular distribution, we require only a bound
on the expected delay, E [τ̃i,t |Ft ] ≤ τ . In this model,
the τ parameter represents everything that is relevant about
the hardware; representing the hardware in this way has
been successful for the analysis of asynchronous SGD (Niu
et al., 2011), so it is reasonable to use it for Gibbs sampling. In addition to this, we will need a similar parameter
that bounds the tails of τ̃i,t slightly more aggressively. We
require that for some parameter τ ∗ , and for all i and t,

 
E exp n−1 τ̃i,t Ft ≤ 1 + n−1 τ ∗ .
This parameter is typically very close to the expected value
bound τ ; in particular, as n approaches infinity, τ ∗ approaches τ .

4. The First Challenge: Bias
Perhaps the most basic result about sequential Gibbs sampling is the fact that, in the limit of large numbers of samples, it is unbiased. In order to measure convergence of
Markov chains to their stationary distribution, it is standard
to use the total variation distance.
Definition 1 (Total Variation Distance). The total variation
distance (Levin et al., 2009, p. 48) between two probability
measures µ and ν on probability space Ω is defined as
kµ − νkTV = max |µ(A) − ν(A)| ,
A⊂Ω

that is, the maximum difference between the probabilities
that µ and ν assign to a single event A.
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It is a well-known result that, for Gibbs sampling on a
strictly-positive target distribution π, it will hold that

Distribution of Sequential vs. H OGWILD ! Gibbs
0.4
0.35

= 0,
TV

(1)

where P (t) µ0 denotes the distribution of the t-th sample.
One of the difficulties that arises when applying H OG WILD ! to Gibbs sampling is that the race conditions from
the asynchronous execution add bias to the samples —
Equation 1 no longer holds. To understand why, we can
consider a simple example.

0.25
0.2
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Figure 1. Bias introduced by H OGWILD !-Gibbs (106 samples).

4.1. Bias Example
Consider a simple model with two variables X1 and X2
each taking on values in {0, 1}, and having distribution
p(0, 1) = p(1, 0) = p(1, 1) =

0.3
probability

lim P (t) µ0 − π

t→∞

sequential
H OGWILD !

1
3

p(0, 0) = 0.

Sequential Gibbs sampling on this model will produce unbiased samples from the target distribution. Unfortunately,
this is not the case if we run H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling
on this model. Assume that the state is currently (1, 1) and
two threads, T1 and T2 , simultaneously update X1 and X2
respectively. Since T1 reads state (1, 1) it will update X1 to
0 or 1 each with probability 0.5; the same will be true for T2
and X2 . Therefore, after this happens, every state will have
probability 0.25; this includes the state (0, 0) which should
never occur! Over time, this race condition will produce
samples with value (0, 0) with some non-zero frequency;
this is an example of bias introduced by the H OGWILD !
sampling. Worse, this bias is not just theoretical: Figure 1
illustrates how the measured distribution for this model is
affected by two-thread asynchronous execution. In particular, we observe that almost 5% of the mass is erroneously
measured to be in the state (0, 0), which has no mass at all
in the true distribution. The total variation distance to the
target distribution is quite large at 9.8%, and, unlike in the
sequential case, this bias doesn’t disappear as the number
of samples goes to infinity.
4.2. Bounding the Bias
The previous example has shown that asynchronous Gibbs
sampling will not necessarily produce a sequence of samples arbitrarily close to the target distribution. Instead,
the samples may approach some other distribution, which
we hope is sufficiently similar for some practical purpose.
Often, the purpose of Gibbs sampling is to estimate the
marginal distributions of individual variables or of events
that each depend on only a small number of variables in
the model. To characterize the accuracy of these estimates,
the total variation distance is too conservative: it depends
on the difference over all the events in the space, when most

of these are events that we do not care about. To address
this, we introduce the following definition.
Definition 2 (Sparse Variation Distance). For any event A
in a probability space Ω over a set of variables V , let |A| denote the number of variables upon which A depends. Then,
for any two distributions µ and ν over Ω, we define the ωsparse variation distance to be
kµ − νkSV(ω) = max |µ(A) − ν(A)| .
|A|≤ω

For the wide variety of applications that use sampling for
marginal estimation, the sparse variation distance measures
the quantity we actually care about: the maximum possible
bias in the marginal distribution of the samples. As we
will show, asynchronous execution seems to have less effect on the sparse variation distance than the total variation
distance, because sparse variation distance uses a more localized view of the chain. For example, in Figure 1, the
total variation distance between the sequential and H OG WILD ! distributions is 9.8%, while the 1-sparse variation
distance is only 0.4%. That is, while H OGWILD ! execution does introduce great bias into the distribution, it still
estimates marginals of the individual variables accurately.
This definition suggests the question: how long do we have
to run before our samples have low sparse variation distance from the target distribution? To answer this question,
we introduce the following definition.
Definition 3 (Sparse Estimation Time). The ω-sparse estimation time of a stochastic sampler with distribution
P (t) µ0 at time t and target distribution π is the first time
t at which, for any initial distribution µ0 , the estimated distribution is within sparse variation distance  of π,
tSE(ω) () = min{t ∈ N | ∀µ0 , kP (t) µ0 − πkSV(ω) ≤ }.
In many practical systems (Neubig, 2014; Shin et al.,
2015), Gibbs sampling is used without a proof that it works;
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instead, it is naively run for some fixed number of passes
through the dataset. This naive strategy works for models for which accurate marginal estimates can be achieved
after O(n) samples. This O(n) runtime is necessary for
Gibbs sampling to be feasible on big data, meaning roughly
that these are the models which it is interesting to try to
speed up using asynchronous execution. Therefore, for the
rest of this section, we will focus on the bias of the H OG WILD ! chain for this class of models. When analyzing
Gibbs sampling, we can bound the bias within the context of a coupling argument using a parameter called the
total influence. While we arrived at this condition independently, it has been studied before, especially in the context
of Dobrushin’s condition, which ensures rapid mixing of
Gibbs sampling.

clock time, this result implies that H OGWILD !-Gibbs can
be much faster than sequential Gibbs for producing estimates of similar quality. To prove Claim 1, and more explicitly bound the bias, we use the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Assume that we run H OGWILD !-Gibbs sam(t)
pling on a distribution π with total influence α. Let Phog

Definition 4 (Total Influence). Let π be a probability distribution over some set of variables I. Let Bj be the set
of state pairs (X, Y ) which differ only at variable j. Let
πi (·|XI\{i} ) denote the conditional distribution in π of
variable i given all the other variables in state X. Then,
define α, the total influence of π, as
X
α = max
max
πi (·|XI\{i} ) − πi (·|YI\{i} ) TV .

This lemma bounds the distance between the distributions
of asynchronous and sequential Gibbs; if we let t be the
sparse estimation time of sequential Gibbs, we can interpret this distance as an upper bound on the bias. When
t = O(n), this bias is O(n−1 ), which has an intuitive explanation: for H OGWILD ! execution, race conditions occur about once every Θ(n) iterations, so the bias is roughly
proportional to the frequency of race conditions. This gives
us a relationship between the statistical error of the algorithm and a more traditional notion of computational error.

i∈I

j∈I

(X,Y )∈Bj

We say the model satisfies Dobrushin’s condition if α < 1.
One way to think of total influence for factor graphs is as
a generalization of maximum degree; indeed, if a factor
graph has maximum degree ∆, it can easily be shown that
α ≤ ∆. It turns out that if we can bound both this parameter and the sparse estimation time of sequential Gibbs
sampling, we can give a simple bound on the sparse estimation time for asynchronous Gibbs sampling.
Claim 1. Assume that we have a class of distributions with
bounded total influence α = O(1). For each distribution π
in the class, let t̄SE−seq(ω) (π, ) be an upper bound on the
ω-sparse estimation time of its sequential Gibbs sampler,
and assume that it is a convex, decreasing function of .
Further assume that, for any , across all models,
t̄SE−seq(ω) (π, ) = O(n),
where n is the number of variables in the model. Then,
for any , the sparse estimation time of H OGWILD !-Gibbs
across all models is bounded by
tSE−hog(ω) (π, ) ≤ t̄SE−seq(ω) (π, ) + O(1).
Roughly, this means that H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling
“works” on all problems for which we know marginal estimation is “fast” and the total influence is bounded. Since
the sparse estimation times here are measured in iterations,
and the asynchronous sampler is able, due to parallelism,
to run many more iterations in the same amount of wall

(t)

denote the transition matrix of H OGWILD !-Gibbs and Pseq
denote the transition matrix of sequential Gibbs. Then for
any initial distribution µ0 and for any t,


(α − 1)+
ωατ t
(t)
(t)
exp
t
,
Phog µ0 − Pseq
≤
µ0
n2
n
SV(ω)
where (x)+ denotes x if x > 0 and 0 otherwise.

Up until now, we have been assuming that we have a class
for which the sparse estimation time is O(n). Using the
total influence α, we can identify a class of models known
to meet this criterion.
Theorem 1. For any distribution that satisfies Dobrushin’s
condition, α < 1, the ω-sparse estimation time of the sequential Gibbs sampling process will be bounded by

 ω 
n
tSE−seq(ω) () ≤
log
.
1−α

This surprising result says that, in order to produce good
marginal estimates for any model that satisfies Dobrushin’s
condition, we need only O(n) samples! While we could
now use Lemma 1 to bound the sparse estimation time
for H OGWILD !-Gibbs, a more direct analysis produces a
slightly better result, which we present here.
Theorem 2. For any distribution that satisfies Dobrushin’s
condition, α < 1, and for any  that satisfies
 ≥ 2ωατ (1 − α)−1 n−1 ,
the ω-sparse estimation time of the H OGWILD ! Gibbs sampling process will be bounded by


ω
2ωατ
n
log
+
.
tSE−hog(ω) () ≤
1−α

(1 − α)2 
This result gives us a definite class of models for which
H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling is guaranteed to produce accurate marginal estimates quickly.
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5. The Second Challenge: Mixing Times

φX

Even though the H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampler produces biased estimates, it is still interesting to analyze how long we
need to run it before the samples it produces are independent of its initial conditions. To measure the efficiency of a
Markov chain, it is standard to use the mixing time.

TV

5.1. Mixing Time Example
As we did with bias, here we construct an example model
for which asynchronous execution disastrously increases
the mixing time. The model we will construct is rather
extreme; we choose this model because simpler, practical
models do not seem to exhibit this type of catastrophic increase in the mixing time. We start, for some odd constant
N , with N variables X1 , . . . , XN all in {−1, 1}, and one
factor with energy

X2

X3

···

XN

···

YN

φY
Y1

Y2

Y3

Figure 2. Factor graph model for mixing time example.

Mixing of Sequential vs H OGWILD ! Gibbs
1

estimation of P 1T Y > 0

Definition 5 (Mixing Time). The mixing time (Levin et al.,
2009, p. 55) of a stochastic process with transition matrix
P (t) at time t and target distribution π is the first time t at
which, for any initial distribution µ0 , the estimated distribution is within TV-distance  of P (t) π. That is,
o
n
≤ .
tmix () = min t ∀µ0 , P (t) µ0 − P (t) π

X1

0.8
0.6
0.4
true distribution
sequential
τ = 0.5
τ = 1.0
τ = 2.0

0.2
0
0

50

100
150
200
sample number (thousands)

250

300

Figure 3. Example wherein asynchronous sampling greatly increases in mixing time. Marginals computed over 104 trials.

φX (X) = −M1 1T X ,
for some very large energy parameter M1 . The resulting distribution will be almost uniform over all states with
1T X ∈ {−1, 1}. To this model, we add another bank of
variables Y1 , . . . , YN all in {−1, 1}. These variables also
have a single associated factor with energy
(
2
β
1T Y
if 1T X = 1
N

φY (X, Y ) =
,
2
M2 1 T Y
if 1T X > 1
for parameters β and M2 . Combining these two factors
gives us the overall distribution for our model,
π(X, Y ) =

1
exp (φX (X) + φY (X, Y )) ,
Z

where Z is the constant necessary for this to be a distribution. Roughly, the X dynamics are constructed to regularly
“generate” race conditions, while the Y dynamics are chosen to “detect” these race conditions and mix very slowly
as a result. This model is illustrated in Figure 2.
We simulated two-thread H OGWILD !-Gibbs on this model,
measuring the marginal probability that 1T Y > 0; by symmetry, this event has probability 0.5 in the stationary distribution for both the sequential and asynchronous samplers. Our results, for a model with N = 2001, β = 0.3,
M1 = 1010 , and M2 = 100, and initial state X = Y = 1,
are plotted in Figure 3. Notice that, while the sequential

sampler achieves the correct marginal probability relatively
quickly, the asynchronous samplers take a much longer
time to achieve the correct result, even for a relatively small
expected delay (τ = 0.5). These results suggest that something catastrophic is happening to the mixing time when
we switch from sequential to asynchronous execution —
and in fact we can prove this is the case.
Statement 1. For the example model described above,
there exist parameters M1 , M2 , and β (as a function of
N ) such that the mixing time of sequential Gibbs sampling
is O(N log N ) but the mixing time of H OGWILD !-Gibbs
sampling, even with τ = O(1), can be exp(Ω(N )).
The intuition behind this statement is that for sequential
Gibbs, the dynamics of the X part of the chain quickly
causes it to have 1T X = 1, and then remain there for
the remainder of the simulation with high probability. This
in turn causes the energy of the φY factor to be essentially
β
T
2
N (1 Y ) , a model which is known to be fast-mixing because it satisfies Dobrushin’s condition. On the other hand,
for H OGWILD ! Gibbs, due to race conditions we will see
1T X 6= 1 with constant probability; this will cause the
effective energy of the φY factor to be dominated by the
M2 (1T Y )2 term, a model that is known to take exponential time to mix.
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5.2. Bounding the Mixing Time
This example shows that fast mixing of the sequential sampler alone is not sufficient to guarantee fast mixing of the
H OGWILD ! chain. Consequently, we look for classes of
models for which we can say something about the mixing time of both sequential and H OGWILD !-Gibbs. Dobrushin’s condition is well known to imply rapid mixing of
sequential Gibbs, and it turns out that we can leverage it
again here to bound the mixing time of H OGWILD !-Gibbs.
Theorem 3. Assume that we run Gibbs sampling on a distribution that satisfies Dobrushin’s condition, α < 1. Then
the mixing time of sequential Gibbs will be bounded by
n
n
.
log
tmix−seq () ≤
1−α

Under the same conditions, the mixing time of H OGWILD !Gibbs will be bounded by
n
n + ατ ∗
tmix−hog () ≤
log
.
1−α

The above example does not contradict this result since it
does not satisfy Dobrushin’s condition; in fact its total influence is very large and scales with n. We can compare
these two mixing time results as

tmix−hog () ≈ 1 + ατ ∗ n−1 tmix−seq ();
(2)
the bounds on the mixing times differ by a negligible factor
of 1 + O(n−1 ). This result shows that, for problems that
satisfy Dobrusin’s condition, H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling
mixes in about the same time as sequential Gibbs sampling,
and is therefore a practical choice for generating samples.
5.3. A Positive Example: Ising Model
To gain intuition here, we consider a simple example. The
Ising model (Ising, 1925) on a graph G = (V, E) is a model
over probability space {−1, 1}V , and has distribution


X
X
1
p(σ) = exp β
σ(x)σ(y) +
Bx σ(x) ,
Z
(x,y)∈E

x∈V

where β is a parameter that is called the inverse temperature, the Bx are parameters that encode a prior on the
variables, and Z is the normalization constant necessary
for this to be a distribution. For graphs of maximum degree
∆ and sufficiently small β, a bound on the mixing time of
Gibbs sampling is known when ∆ tanh β ≤ 1. It turns out
that the total influence of the Ising model can be bounded
by α ≤ ∆ tanh β, and so this condition is simply another
way of writing Dobrushin’s condition. We can therefore
apply Theorem 3 to bound the mixing time of H OGWILD !Gibbs with
n
n + τ ∗ ∆ tanh β
tmix () ≤
log
.
1 − ∆ tanh β


This illustrates that the class of graphs we are considering
includes some common, well-studied models.
5.4. Proof Outline
Here, we briefly describe the technique used to prove Theorem 3; for ease of presentation, we focus on the case where
every variable takes on values in {−1, 1}. We start by introducing the idea of a coupling-based argument (Levin et al.,
2009, p. 64), which starts by constructing two copies of
the same Markov chain, X and X̄, starting from different
states but running together in the same probability space
(i.e. using the same sources of randomness). For analyzing H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling, we share randomness by
having both chains sample the same variable at each iteration and sample it such that the resulting values are maximally correlated—additionally both chains are subject to
the same H OGWILD ! delays τ̃i,t .
At some random time, called the coupling time Tc , the
chains will become equal—regardless of their initial conditions. Using this, we can bound the mixing time with
tmix () ≤ min{t | P(Tc > t) ≤ }.
In order to bound the probability that the chains are not
equal at a particular time t, we focus on the quantity

φt = max P Xi,t 6= X̄i,t .
(3)
i

Under the conditions of Theorem 3, we are able to bound
this using the total influence parameter. From here, we notice that by the union bound, P(Tc > t) ≤ nφt . Combining
this with Equation 3 and reducing the subsequent expression lets us bound the mixing time, producing the result of
Theorem 3.

6. Experiments
Now that we have derived a theoretical characterization of
the behavior of H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling, we examine
whether this characterization holds up under experimental evaluation. First, we examine the mixing time claims
we made in Section 5. Specifically, we want to check
whether increasing the expected delay parameter τ ∗ actually increases the mixing time as predicted by Equation 2.
To do this, we simulated H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling running on a random synthetic Ising model graph of order
n = 1000, degree ∆ = 3, inverse temperature β = 0.2,
and prior weights Ex = 0. This model has total influence
α ≤ 0.6, and Theorem 3 guarantees that it will mix rapidly.
Unfortunately, the mixing time of a chain is difficult to calculate experimentally. While techniques such as coupling
from the past (Propp & Wilson, 1996) exist for estimating
the mixing time, using these techniques in order to expose
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Figure 4. Comparison of estimated mixing time and theorypredicted (by Equation 2) mixing time as τ increases for a synthetic Ising model graph (n = 1000, ∆ = 3).

Figure 5. Speedup of H OGWILD ! and multi-model Gibbs sampling on large KBP dataset (11 GB).

the (relatively small) dependence of the mixing time on τ
proved to be computationally intractable.

chine with a single-socket, 18-core Xeon E7-8890 CPU
and 1 TB RAM. As a comparison, we also ran a “multimodel” Gibbs sampler: this consists of multiple threads
with a single execution of Gibbs sampling running independently in each thread. This sampler will produce the
same number of samples as H OGWILD !-Gibbs, but will require more memory to store multiple copies of the model.

Instead, we use a technique called coupling to the future.
We initialize two chains, X and Y , by setting all the variables in X0 to 1 and all the variables in Y0 to −1. We
proceed by simulating a coupling between the two chains,
and return the coupling time Tc . Our estimate of the mixing
time will then be t̂(), where P(Tc ≥ t̂()) = .
Statement 2. This experimental estimate is an upper
bound for the mixing time. That is, t̂() ≥ tmix ().
To estimate t̂(), we ran 10000 instances of the coupling experiment, and returned the sample estimate of
t̂(1/4). To compare across a range of τ ∗ , we selected
the τ̃i,t to be independent and identically distributed according to the maximum-entropy distribution supported on
{0, 1, . . . , 200} consistent with a particular assignment of
τ ∗ . The resulting estimates are plotted as the blue series
in Figure 4. The red line represents the mixing time that
would be predicted by naively applying Equation 2 using
the estimate of the sequential mixing time as a starting
point — we can see that it is a very good match for the experimental results. This experiment shows that, at least for
one archetypal model, our theory accurately characterizes
the behavior of H OGWILD ! Gibbs sampling as the delay
parameter τ ∗ is changed, and that using H OGWILD !-Gibbs
doesn’t cause the model to catastrophically fail to mix.
Of course, in order for H OGWILD !-Gibbs to be useful, it
must also speed up the execution of Gibbs sampling on
some practical models. It is already known that this is the
case, as these types of algorithms been widely implemented
in practice (Smyth et al., 2009; Smola & Narayanamurthy,
2010). To further test this, we ran H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling on a real-world 11 GB Knowledge Base Population
dataset (derived from the TAC-KBP challenge) using a ma-

Figure 5 reports the speedup, in terms of wall-clock time,
achieved by H OGWILD !-Gibbs on this dataset. On this machine, we get speedups of up to 2.8×, although the program
becomes memory-bandwidth bound at around 8 threads,
and we see no significant speedup beyond this. With any
number of workers, the run time of H OGWILD !-Gibbs is
close to that of multi-model Gibbs, which illustrates that
the additional cache contention caused by the H OGWILD !
updates has little effect on the algorithm’s performance.

7. Conclusion
We analyzed H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling, a heuristic for
parallelized MCMC sampling, on discrete-valued graphical models. First, we constructed a statistical model for
H OGWILD !-Gibbs by adapting a model already used for
the analysis of asynchronous SGD. Next, we illustrated a
major issue with H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling: that it produces biased samples. To address this, we proved that if for
some class of models with bounded total influence, only
O(n) sequential Gibbs samples are necessary to produce
good marginal estimates, then H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling
produces equally good estimates after only O(1) additional
steps. Additionally, for models that satisfy Dobrushin’s
condition (α < 1), we proved mixing time bounds for sequential and asynchronous Gibbs sampling that differ by
only a factor of 1 + O(n−1 ). Finally, we showed that our
theory matches experimental results, and that H OGWILD !Gibbs produces speedups up to 2.8× on a real dataset.
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A. Additional Bias Results
In this section, we present the following additional result that bounds the sparse estimation time of general Gibbs samplers.
In particular, this theorem provides an explicit form of the result given in Claim 1.
Theorem 4. Assume that we run H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling on a distribution π with total influence α. Let t̄SE−seq(ω) ()
be some upper bound on the ω-sparse estimation time of the corresponding sequential chain, and assume that it is a convex
and decreasing function of . For any  > 0, define
c=


1
t̄SE−seq(ω)
.
n
2

Then, as long as  is large enough that
2ωατ c c·(α−1)+
,
e
n
where we use the notation (x)+ = max(0, x), the ω-sparse estimation time of the H OGWILD ! chain can be bounded with


2ωατ c2 c·(α−1)+
tSE−hog(ω) () ≤ t̄SE−seq(ω) () +
e
.

≥

B. Proofs
Here, we provide proofs for the results in the paper. In the first subsection, we will state lemmas and known results that we
will use in the subsequent proofs. Next, we will prove the Claims and Theorems stated in the body of the paper. Finally,
we will prove the lemmas previously stated.
B.1. Statements of Lemmas
First, we state a proposition from Levin et al. (2009). This proposition relates the concept of a coupling with the total
variation distance between the distributions of two random variables.
Proposition 1 (Proposition 4.7 from Levin et al. (2009)). Let X and Y be two random variables that take on values in
the same set, and let their distributions be µ and ν, respectively. Then for any coupling, (X̄, Ȳ ) it will hold that

kµ − νkTV ≤ P X̄ 6= Ȳ .
Furthermore, there exists a coupling for which equality is achieved; this is called an optimal coupling.
We can prove a related result for sparse variation distance.
Lemma 2. Let X and Y be two random variables that each assign values to a set of variables {1, . . . , n}, and let their
distributions be µ and ν, respectively. Then for any coupling, (X̄, Ȳ ) it will hold that

kµ − νkSV(ω) ≤
max
P ∃i ∈ I, X̄i 6= Ȳi .
I⊆{1,...,n}, |I|≤ω

We state a lemma that bounds the expected total variation distance between the marginal distributions of two states using
the total influence α. Note that a similar statement to that proved in this lemma may be used as an alternate definition for
the total influence α; the definition given in the body of the paper is used because it is more intuitive and does not require
introducing the concept of a coupling. This lemma will be useful later when proving the subsequent lemmas stated in this
subsection.
Lemma 3. If π is a distribution with total influence α, and X and Y are two random variables that take on values in the
state space of π, then for any variable i
E [kπi (·|X) − πi (·|Y )kTV ] ≤ α max P (Xj 6= Yj ) ,
j

where, for simplicity of notation, we let πi (·|X) denote the conditional distribution of variable i in π given the values of
all the other variables in state X.
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Next, we state three lemmas, each of which give bounds on the quantity
P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t )
for some coupling of two (potentially asynchronous) Gibbs sampling chains. First, we state the result for comparing two
synchronous chains.
Lemma 4. Consider sequential Gibbs sampling on a distribution π with total influence α. Then, for any initial states
(X0 , Y0 ) there exists a coupling of the chains (Xt , Yt ) such that for any variable i and any time t,


P (Xi,t


1−α
6 Yi,t ) ≤ exp −
=
t .
n

Second, we state the result comparing two H OGWILD ! chains.
Lemma 5. Consider any model of H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling on a distribution π with total influence α. Then, for any
initial states (X0 , Y0 ) there exists a coupling (Xt , Yt ) of the H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling chains starting at X0 and Y0
respectively such that for any variable i and any time t,

1−α
t .
6 Yi,t ) ≤ exp −
=
n + ατ ∗


P (Xi,t

Third, we state the result comparing a sequential and an asynchronous chain.
Lemma 6. Consider any model of H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling on a distribution π with total influence α. Then if for
any initial states (X0 , Y0 ) we can construct a coupling (Xt , Yt ) such that the process Xt is distributed according to the
dynamics of H OGWILD !-Gibbs, the process Yt is distributed according to the dynamics of sequential Gibbs, and for any
time t,


1−α
ατ
max P (Xi,t+1 6= Yi,t+1 ) ≤ 1 −
max P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) + 2 .
i
i
n
n
As a secondary result, if the chain satisfies Dobrushin’s condition (α < 1), then for any variable i and any time t,


ατ
1−α
P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) ≤ exp −
t +
.
n
(1 − α)n
Lemma 7 (Monotonic Sequence Domination Lemma). Let x0 , x1 , . . . be a sequence such that, for all t,
xt+1 ≤ ft (xt , xt−1 , . . . , x0 ),
where ft is a function that is monotonically increasing in all of its arguments. Then, for any sequence y0 , y1 , . . ., if x0 = y0
and for all t,
yt+1 ≥ ft (yt , yt−1 , . . . , y0 ),
then for all t,
xt ≤ yt .
Lemma 8. Consider the model on N variables Xi , for N odd, where each Xi takes on values in {−1, 1} and has
probability

1
1 if 1T X = 1
π(X) =
0 if 1T X > 1
ZX
Then Gibbs sampling on this model (assuming that we allow the chain to start only at a state X where π(X) > 0) has
mixing time
tmix = O(n log n).
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B.2. Proofs of Bias Results
First, we restate and prove Claim 1. This proof will use the result of Theorem 4, which we will prove subsequently. We
note here that the use of a convex upper bound for the sparse estimation time of the sequential chain (as opposed to using
the sequential chain’s sparse estimation time directly) is an unfortunate consequence of the proof—we hope that a more
careful analysis could remove it or replace it with a more natural condition.
Claim 1. Assume that we have a class of distributions with bounded total influence α = O(1). For each distribution π
in the class, let t̄SE−seq(ω) (π, ) be an upper bound on the ω-sparse estimation time of its sequential Gibbs sampler, and
assume that it is a convex, decreasing function of . Further assume that, for any , across all models,
t̄SE−seq(ω) (π, ) = O(n),
where n is the number of variables in the model. Then, for any , the sparse estimation time of H OGWILD !-Gibbs across
all models is bounded by
tSE−hog(ω) (π, ) ≤ t̄SE−seq(ω) (π, ) + O(1).
Proof. First, note that, since α = O(1), we know by the definition of big-O notation that for some α∗ , for all models in the
class, the total influence of that model will be α ≤ α∗ . Similarly, since we assumed that, for any  and across all models π,
t̄SM−seq(ω) (π, ) = O(n),
then for each , there must exist a c() such that for any distribution π with n variables in the class,
tSM−seq(ω) (π, ) ≤ n · c().
For some error  and model π, we would like to apply Theorem 4 to bound its mixing time. In order to apply the theorem,
we must satisfy the conditions on : it suffices for
n≥

2ωα∗ τ c(/2)
exp ((α∗ − 1)+ c(/2)) .


Under this condition, applying the theorem allows us to bound the ω-sparse estimation time of the H OGWILD ! chain with


2ωα∗ τ c(/2)2
∗
tSE−hog(ω) () ≤ t̄SE−seq(ω) () +
exp ((α − 1)+ c(/2))

2ωα∗ τ c(/2)2
≤ t̄SE−seq(ω) () +
exp ((α∗ − 1)+ c(/2)) + 1

Therefore, if we define
N () =

2ωα∗ τ c(/2)
exp ((α∗ − 1)+ c(/2)) ,


and

2ωα∗ τ c(/2)2
exp ((α∗ − 1)+ c(/2)) + 1,

then it follows that, for any  and for all models with n ≥ N (),
T () =

tSM−hog(ω) () ≤ tSM−seq(ω) () + T ().
This is equivalent to saying that, for any  and across all models,
tSM−hog(ω) () ≤ tSM−seq(ω) () + O(1).
This proves the claim.
Next, we restate and prove the bias lemma, Lemma 1.
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(t)

Lemma 1. Assume that we run H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling on a distribution π with total influence α. Let Phog denote
(t)

the transition matrix of H OGWILD !-Gibbs and Pseq denote the transition matrix of sequential Gibbs. Then for any initial
distribution µ0 and for any t,
(t)
Phog µ0

−

(t)
Pseq
µ0

SV(ω)

ωατ t
≤
exp
n2




(α − 1)+
t ,
n

where (x)+ denotes x if x > 0 and 0 otherwise.
Proof of Lemma 1. We start by using the primary result from Lemma 6. This result states that we can construct a coupling
(Xt , Yt ) of the H OGWILD ! and sequential chains starting at any initial distributions X0 and Y0 such that at any time t,


1−α
ατ
max P (Xi,t+1 6= Yi,t+1 ) ≤ 1 −
max P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) + 2 .
i
i
n
n
Now, for any initial distribution µ0 , assume that we start with X0 = Y0 , where both are distributed according to µ0 . Then,
trivially,
P (Xi,0 6= Yi,0 ) = 0.
It follows from recursive application of the sub-result of Lemma 6 that, for this coupling,

max P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) ≤
i

t−1 
X
k=0

1+

α−1
n

k

ατ
n2


t
(α − 1)+
ατ
≤t 1+
n
n2


(α − 1)+
ατ t
≤ exp
t
,
n
n2
where (x)+ denotes max(0, x). It follows by the union bound that, for any set of variables I with |I| ≤ ω, the probability
that the coupling is unequal in at least one of those variables is
P (∃i ∈ I, Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) ≤ ω max P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t )
i


(α − 1)+
ωατ t
≤ exp
t
.
n
n2
Since this inequality holds for any set of variable I with |I| ≤ ω, it follows that
max

I ⊆{1,...,n}, |I|≤ω

P (∃i ∈ I, Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) ≤ ω max P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t )
i


(α − 1)+
ωατ t
t
≤ exp
.
n
n2

We can proceed to apply Lemma 2, which lets us conclude that
(t)

(t)
Phog µt − Pseq
νt

This is the desired result.

SV(ω)

≤ ω max P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t )
i


ωατ t
(α − 1)+
≤ exp
t
n
n2
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Next, we restate and prove the full bias result, Theorem 4.
Theorem 4. Assume that we run H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling on a distribution π with total influence α. Let t̄SE−seq(ω) ()
be some upper bound on the ω-sparse estimation time of the corresponding sequential chain, and assume that it is a convex
and decreasing function of . For any  > 0, define

1
.
c = t̄SE−seq(ω)
n
2
Then, as long as  is large enough that
2ωατ c c·(α−1)+
e
,
n
where we use the notation (x)+ = max(0, x), the ω-sparse estimation time of the H OGWILD ! chain can be bounded with


2ωατ c2 c·(α−1)+
tSE−hog(ω) () ≤ t̄SE−seq(ω) () +
e
.

≥

Proof of Theorem 4. We start with the result of Lemma 1, which lets us conclude that


ωατ t
(α − 1)+
t
kµt − νt kSV(ω) ≤ exp
n
n2
(t)

(t)

where µt = Phog µ0 and νt = Pseq µ0 are the distributions of the H OGWILD ! and sequential Gibbs sampling chains,
respectively, starting in state µ0 . Next, since νt has the dynamics of the sequential Gibbs sampling chain, and t̄SM−seq(ω) ()
is an upper bound for the sparse estimation time, it follows that for any , if
t ≥ t̄SM−seq(ω) (),
then
kνt − πkSV(ω) ≤ .
Since t̄SM−seq(ω) () is a decreasing function of , it must have an inverse function. Furthermore, since it is convex, its
inverse function must also be convex. Therefore, we can also write the above expression in terms of the inverse function;
for any t,
kνt − πkSV(ω) ≤ t̄−1
SM−seq(ω) (t).
Therefore, by the triangle inequality, for any t,
kµt − πkSV(ω) ≤ kµt − νt kSV(ω) + kνt − πkSV(ω)


(α − 1)+
ωατ t
≤
exp
t + t̄−1
SM−seq(ω) (t).
n2
n
Now, for any particular , let
t0 = t̄SM−seq(ω) (),
and let
t1 = t̄SM−seq(ω)
Further define
R=

ωατ t1
exp
n2




2

.


(α − 1)+
t1 .
n

Therefore, for any t0 ≤ t ≤ t1 ,
kµt − πkSV(ω) ≤ R + t̄−1
SM−seq(ω) (t).
−1
By convexity of t̄SM−seq(ω)
, we can bound this expression over the interval t0 ≤ t ≤ t1 with

kµt − πkSV(ω) ≤ R +

t1 − t
t − t0 
·+
· ,
t1 − t0
t1 − t0 2
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and so, if we want this to be less than , it suffices to choose t such that
t1 − t
t − t0 
=R+
·+
·
t1 − t0
t1 − t0 2
which will occur when
t = t0 +

2R(t1 − t0 )
.


Now, applying the definition
c=

 t
1
1
t̄SM−seq(ω)
=
n
2
n

lets us equivalently write R as
ωατ c
exp
n
Recall that as a condition for the theorem, we assumed that




(α − 1)+
t1 .
n

2ωατ c
exp
n




(α − 1)+
t1 .
n

R=

≥

It follows from this and our expression for R that


.
2
Therefore this assignment of t will satisfy the previous constraint that t0 ≤ t ≤ t1 , and so for this assignment of t, and for
any initial distribution µ0 , it holds that
R≤

kµt − πkSV(ω) ≤ .
Therefore, by the definition of sparse estimation time, the sparse estimation time of the H OGWILD ! chain will be
tSE−hog(ω) () ≤ t,
for this assignment of t. Now, recall that above we assigned
2R(t1 − t0 )
.

Under this condition, we can bound this whole error term as


(α − 1)+
2ωατ t21
2R(t1 − t0 )
≤
exp
t1 .

n2 
n
t = t0 +

Combining this with the definitions of t0 and c lets us state that
t ≤ t̄SM−seq(ω) () +

2ωατ c2
exp ((α − 1)+ c) .


Taking the ceiling implies that, when

2ωατ c2
t = t̄SM−seq(ω) () +
exp ((α − 1)+ c) ,



for any initial distribution µ0 ,
kµt − πkSV(ω) ≤ .
Since we above defined µt to be the distribution of H OGWILD ! Gibbs after t timesteps, µt = P (t) µ0 , where P (t) is the
transition matrix of H OGWILD ! Gibbs after t timesteps. We can thus equivalently write this as
P (t) µ0 − π

≤ .
SV(ω)

Therefore, by the definition of sparse estimation time,


2ωατ c2
exp ((α − 1)+ c) .
tSE−hog () ≤ t̄SM−seq(ω) () +

This proves the theorem.
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Next, we restate and prove the theorem that bounds the sparse estimation time of sequential Gibbs for distributions that
satisfy Dobrushin’s condition.
Theorem 1. For any distribution that satisfies Dobrushin’s condition, α < 1, the ω-sparse estimation time of the sequential
Gibbs sampling process will be bounded by

 ω 
n
tSE−seq(ω) () ≤
.
log
1−α

Proof of Theorem 1. We start by using the result of Lemma 4. This result states that, for any initial distributions (X0 , Y0 ),
there exists a coupling (Xt , Yt ) of the sequential Gibbs sampling chains starting at distributions X0 and Y0 , respectively,
such that for any variable i and any time t,


1−α
P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) ≤ exp −
t .
n
It follows by the union bound that, for any set of variables I with |I| ≤ ω, the probability that the coupling is unequal in at
least one of those variables is


1−α
t .
P (∃i ∈ I, Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) ≤ ω exp −
n
Since this inequality holds for any set of variable I with |I| ≤ ω, it follows that


max

I ⊆{1,...,n}, |I|≤ω

P (∃i ∈ I, Xi,t


1−α
6 Yi,t ) ≤ ω exp −
=
t .
n

We can proceed to apply Lemma 2, which lets us conclude that, if we let µt and νt denote the distributions of Xt and Yt ,
respectively, then


1−α
kµt − νt kSV(ω) ≤ ω exp −
t .
n
Since this was true for any initial distributions for X0 and Y0 , it will hold in particular for Y0 distributed according to π,
the stationary distribution of the chain. In this case, νt = π, and so for any initial distribution µ0 for X0 ,


1−α
kµt − πkSV(ω) ≤ ω exp −
t .
n
Now, in order for this to be bounded by , it suffices to choose t such that


1−α
ω exp −
t ≤ .
n
This will occur whenever

ω
n
log
1−α

(here we used the fact that α < 1 to do the division). Taking the ceiling, we can conclude that when

 ω 
n
t=
log
.
1−α

t≥

for any initial distribution µ0 ,
kµt − πkSV(ω) ≤ .
Since we defined µt to be the distribution of Xt , it must hold that µt = P (t) µ0 , where µ0 is the initial distribution of X0 ,
and P (t) is the transition matrix associated with running t steps of sequential Gibbs sampling. Thus, we can rewrite this as
P (t) µ0 − π

≤ .
SV(ω)
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Since this result held for any initial assignment of X0 and therefore for any µ0 , by the definition of sparse estimation time
it follows that

 ω 
n
.
log
tSE−seq () ≤
1−α

This proves the theorem.
Next, we restate and prove the theorem that bounds the sparse estimation time of H OGWILD ! Gibbs for distributions that
satisfy Dobrushin’s condition.
Theorem 2. For any distribution that satisfies Dobrushin’s condition, α < 1, and for any  that satisfies
 ≥ 2ωατ (1 − α)−1 n−1 ,
the ω-sparse estimation time of the H OGWILD ! Gibbs sampling process will be bounded by


ω
2ωατ
n
+
log
.
tSE−hog(ω) () ≤
1−α

(1 − α)2 
Proof of Theorem 2. We start by using the secondary result from Lemma 6—we can safely use this result because we
assumed the chain satisfied Dobrushin’s condition (α < 1). This result states that we can construct a coupling (Xt , Yt ) of
the H OGWILD ! and sequential chains starting at any initial distributions X0 and Y0 such that at any time t,


ατ
1−α
t +
.
P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) ≤ exp −
n
(1 − α)n
It follows by the union bound that, for any set of variables I with |I| ≤ ω, the probability that the coupling is unequal in at
least one of those variables is


1−α
ωατ
P (∃i ∈ I, Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) ≤ ω exp −
t +
n
(1 − α)n
Since this inequality holds for any set of variable I with |I| ≤ ω, it follows that

ωατ
1−α
t +
.
6 Yi,t ) ≤ ω exp −
=
n
(1 − α)n


max

I ⊆{1,...,n}, |I|≤ω

P (∃i ∈ I, Xi,t

We can proceed to apply Lemma 2, which lets us conclude that, if we let µt and νt denote the distributions of Xt and Yt
respectively,


1−α
ωατ
kµt − νt kSV(ω) ≤ ω exp −
t +
.
n
(1 − α)n
To bound the sparse estimation time, notice that for any fixed  (independent of n), in order to achieve
kµt − πkSV(ω) ≤ ,
it suffices to choose any t such that


1−α
ωατ
ω exp −
t ≤−
.
n
(1 − α)n
This will occur when



ω
1−α
ωατ
t ≥ log
− log 1 −
.
n

(1 − α)n

Next, recall that we assumed that
≥

2ωατ
;
(1 − α)n
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therefore  is large enough that
ωατ
1
≤ .
(1 − α)n
2
It is easy to prove that, for all x ≤ 21 ,

log(1 − x) ≥ 2x.

Therefore, under this condition in , it suffices to choose t such that
ω
2ωατ
1−α
+
t ≥ log
;
n

(1 − α)n
this will occur whenever
t≥

ω
2ωατ
n
+
log
.
1−α

(1 − α)2 

Taking the ceiling implies that, when



ω
2ωατ
n
+
t=
log
,
1−α

(1 − α)2 
for any initial distribution µ0 ,
kµt − πkSV(ω) ≤ .
Since we defined µt above to be the distribution of Xt , it follows that µt = P (t) µ0 , where µ0 is the initial distribution of
X0 and P (t) is the transition matrix associated with running t steps of H OGWILD ! Gibbs. Therefore, we can rewrite this
as
P (t) µ0 − π
≤ .
SV(ω)

Since this is true for any initial distribution of X0 and therefore for any µ0 , it follows from the definition of sparse estimation
time that


ω
n
2ωατ
log
+
tSE−hog () ≤
.
1−α

(1 − α)2 
This proves the theorem.
B.3. Proofs of Mixing Time Results
First, we restate and prove Statement 1.
Statement 1. For the example model described above, there exist parameters M1 , M2 , and β (as a function of N ) such
that the mixing time of sequential Gibbs sampling is O(N log N ) but the mixing time of H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling, even
with τ = O(1), can be exp(Ω(N )).
Proof of Statement 1. We start out by proving that the model mixes rapidly in the sequential case.
First, we assume that we select M1 large enough that, even for potentially exponential run times, the dynamics of the chain
are indistinguishable from the chain with M1 = ∞. In particular, this alternate chain will have the following properties:
• The dynamics of the X part of the chain do not depend in any way on the value of Y .
• If at any point, 1T X > 1, whenever we sample an X variable, we will re-sample it if possible to decrease the value
of 1T X with probability 1.
• As long as 1T X = 1 at some point in time, this will remain true, and the dynamics of the X part of the chain will
be those of the chain described in Lemma 8.
We assume that we choose M1 large enough that these properties hold over all time windows discussed in this proof with
high probability.
Now, by the coupon collector’s problem, after O(N log N ) timesteps, we have sampled all the variables with high probability. If we have sampled all the variables with high probability, then we will certainly have 1T X = 1 with high
probability.
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Once we have 1T X = 1, Lemma 8 ensures that, after O(N log N ) additional timesteps, the X part of the chain will be
close to its stationary distribution.
Meanwhile, while 1T X = 1, the dynamics of the Y part of the chain are exactly Gibbs sampling over the model with
energy
2
β
1T Y .
φY (Y ) =
N
For any β < 1, this is known to mix in O(N log N ) time, since it satisfies Dobrushin’s condition. Therefore, after
O(N log N ) steps after we have 1T X = 1, the Y part of the chain will also be close to its stationary distribution.
Summing up the times for the above events gives us a total mixing time for this chain of
tmix−seq = O(N log N ).
Next we prove that the model takes a potentially exponential time to mix in the asynchronous case. Assume here that our
model of execution has two threads, which always either sample two X variables independently and asynchronously, or
sample a single Y variable synchronously (i.e. there is never any delay when reading the value of a Y variable). For this
execution pattern, we have uniformly that τi,t ≤ 1. In particular, this has τ = O(1).
Now, consider the case where the two threads each choose to sample a variable in X that can be switched. Since at least 14
1
of the variables are variables in X that can be switched, this will occur with probability at least 16
. Given this, they will
1
each independently switch their variable with probability 2 . This means that both variables are switched with probability
1
4 — but this would place the system in a state where
1T X > 1.
At any time when 1T X = 1, this will occur with probability
1
.
probability that 1T X > 1 is at least 64

1
64 ,

which implies that whenever we sample Y , the

Now, assume without loss of generality that we initialize Y such that 1T Y = N . Let ρt denote the value of 1T Y at time
t. Assuming that we sample a variable Yi with value 1, while 1T X = 1, the probability that it will be switched will be

exp βn−1 (ρt − 1)2
P (value switched) =
exp (βn−1 (ρt − 1)2 ) + exp (βn−1 (ρt )2 )
−1
= 1 + exp βn−1 (ρt )2 − (ρt − 1)2
−1
= 1 + exp βn−1 (2ρt − 1)
.
Note that since ρt ≤ N at all times, if β < 1,

βN −1 (2ρt − 1) ≤ 2.

We also can verify that, for any 0 ≤ x ≤ 2, as a basic property of the exponential function,
(1 + exp(x))

−1

≤

1 x
− .
2 6

Therefore, as long as ρt > 0,
P (value switched) ≤

1 βρt
−
.
2
3n

Therefore, as long as ρt > 0, and 1T X = 1,


N − ρt
1 βρt
E [ρt+1 |Ft ] ≥ ρt + 2
− +
2N
2 3N


−ρt
βρt
= ρt + 2
+
2N
3N


3 − 2β
= ρt 1 −
.
3N
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On the other hand, if 1T X > 1, then we can pick M2 large enough such that with high probability, as long as ρt > 0, all
variables Yi are always sampled to be 1. In this case,



N − ρt
E [ρt+1 |Ft ] ≥ ρt + 2
2N


1
= ρt 1 −
+ 1.
N
In general, since 1T X > 1 with probability at least

1
64 ,



 

 


1
3 − 2β
1
1
1−
ρt 1 −
+
ρt 1 −
+1
64
3N
64
N




1
1
1 3 − 2β
−
+
= ρt 1 − 1 −
64
3N
64N
64




1
1
2β
1
= ρt 1 −
+ 1−
+
N
64 3N
64


1
1
≥ ρt 1 −
+
N
64

E [ρt+1 |Ft ] ≥

This expression has fixed point
ρ∗ =

N
.
64

Since ρ is written as a sum of independent samples, as long as ρ > 0, the distribution of ρ is going to be exponentially
N
concentrated around its expected value, which we have just shown is at least 64
. It follows that it is exponentially unlikely
to ever achieve a value of ρ that is not positive. By the union bound, there is some t = exp(Ω(N )) such that, after t
timesteps, ρt > 0 with high probability.
But, the actual probability that ρ > 0 in the stationary distribution is exactly 12 , by symmetry. It follows that the mixing
time for the H OGWILD ! chain must be greater than t; that is,
tmix−hog ≥ exp(Ω(N )).
This finishes our proof of the statement.
Next, we restate and prove Theorem 3.
Theorem 3. Assume that we run Gibbs sampling on a distribution that satisfies Dobrushin’s condition, α < 1. Then the
mixing time of sequential Gibbs will be bounded by
n
n
log
.
tmix−seq () ≤
1−α

Under the same conditions, the mixing time of H OGWILD !-Gibbs will be bounded by
n
n + ατ ∗
log
.
tmix−hog () ≤
1−α

Proof of First Part of Theorem 3. If we use the coupling from Lemma 4, then by the result of that lemma,


1−α
P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) ≤ exp −
t ,
n
It follows by the union bound that


1−α
P (Xt 6= Yt ) ≤ n exp −
t .
n
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Now, assume that we initialize X0 with distribution µ0 , and Y0 with the stationary distribution π. By Proposition 1, since
Xt has distribution P (t) µ0 and Yt has distribution P (t) π, this is equivalent to saying


1−α
P (t) µ0 − P (t) π
≤ n exp −
t .
n
TV
Therefore, in order for
P (t) µ0 − P (t) π
it suffices to choose t such that

≤ ,
TV



1−α
 = n exp −
t .
n

This occurs when
t=

n
n
,
log
1−α


which is the desired expression.
Proof of Second Part of Theorem 3. If we use the coupling from Lemma 5, then by the result of that lemma,


1−α
t
,
P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) ≤ exp −
n + ατ ∗
It follows by the union bound that


1−α
P (Xt 6= Yt ) ≤ n exp −
t
.
n + ατ ∗
Next, recall that we assumed that our H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampler has target distribution π. Now, assume that we initialize
X0 with distribution µ0 , and Y0 with the target distribution π. By Proposition 1, since Xt has distribution P (t) µ0 and Yt
has distribution P (t) π, this is equivalent to saying


1−α
(t)
(t)
P µ0 − P π
≤ n exp −
t .
n + ατ ∗
TV
Therefore, in order for
P (t) µ0 − P (t) π
it suffices to choose t such that

≤ ,
TV



1−α
 = n exp −
t .
n + ατ ∗

This occurs when
t=

n
n + ατ ∗
log
,
1−α


which is the desired expression.
Next, we restate and prove Statement 2, which says that our experimental strategy provides a valid upper bound on the
mixing time.
Statement 2. This experimental estimate is an upper bound for the mixing time. That is, t̂() ≥ tmix ().
Proof of Statement 2. Consider the partial ordering of states in this Ising model defined by
Y  X  ∀i, Yi ≤ Xi .
Next, consider the coupling procedure that, at each time t, chooses a random variable I˜t to sample and a random R̃t
uniformly on [0, 1]. It then computes pt , the marginal probability of sampling the chosen variable as 1, and assigns the
variable as

1 if R̃t < pt ,
new value of XI˜t =
.
0 otherwise
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This sampling procedure is equivalent to the one that we use in the experiment, and it will produce a chain that is consistent
with the Ising model’s dynamics.
If we consider the evolution of two coupled chains X (t) and Y (t) using the same values of I˜t and R̃t , then from the way
that we constructed the coupling, it follows that if
Y (0)  X (0) ,
then for any future time t,
Y (t)  X (t) .
This is because if
Y (t)  X (t) ,
then the marginal probability of assigning 1 to any particular variable in X is always no less than the marginal probability
of assigning 1 to the same variable in Y .
(0)

Therefore, if we initialize all Xi

(0)

= 1 and all Yi

= −1, and run the coupling until time Tcoupling , the time at which

Y (Tcoupling ) = X (Tcoupling ) ,
then by the previous analysis, since for any chain U initialized at any state U (0) ,
Y (0)  U (0)  X (0) ,
it follows that
Y (Tcoupling )  U (Tcoupling )  X (Tcoupling ) ,
and so,
Y (Tcoupling ) = U (Tcoupling ) = X (Tcoupling ) .
Since this was true for any initial value of U , it follows that Tcoupling is a coupling time for any two initial values of the
chain. Therefore, by Corollary 5.3 from Levin et al. (2009),
max P (t) µ0 − π
µ0

TV

≤ P (Tcoupling > t) .

If we use our definition of t̂() where

P Tcoupling > t̂() = ,
then this implies that
max P (t̂) µ0 − π
µ0

≤ .
TV

This in turn implies that t̂ is a upper bound on the mixing time, which is the desired result.
B.4. Proofs of Lemmas
In this section, we will restate and prove the lemmas used earlier in the appendix.
Lemma 2. Let X and Y be two random variables that each assign values to a set of variables {1, . . . , n}, and let their
distributions be µ and ν, respectively. Then for any coupling, (X̄, Ȳ ) it will hold that

kµ − νkSV(ω) ≤
max
P ∃i ∈ I, X̄i 6= Ȳi .
I⊆{1,...,n}, |I|≤ω

Proof of Lemma 2. For any set of variables I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, let MI (µ) denote the marginal distribution of the variables in
I in the distribution µ. In particular, MI includes all events A that depend only on variables in set I. Next, let X̄I and
ȲI denote the values of X̄ and Ȳ on those variables in I; this will be a coupling of the distributions MI (µ) and MI (ν).
Therefore, by Proposition 1,


kMI (µ) − MI (ν)kSV(ω) ≤ P X̄I 6= ȲI = P ∃i ∈ I, X̄i 6= Ȳi .
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Let ΩI denote all events in the original probability space Ω that depend only on the variables in I. By the definition of total
variation distance,
kMI (µ) − MI (ν)kSV(ω) = max |µ(A) − ν(A)| .
A∈ΩI

Therefore,

max |µ(A) − ν(A)| ≤ P ∃i ∈ I, X̄i 6= Ȳi .

A∈ΩI

Now, since this was true for any I, it is certainly true if we maximize both sides over all I with |I| ≤ ω. Therefore,
max |µ(A) − ν(A)| ≤

max

I⊆{1,...,n}, |I|≤ω A∈ΩI

max

I⊆{1,...,n}, |I|≤ω


P ∃i ∈ I, X̄i 6= Ȳi .

The left side can be reduced to
max |µ(A) − ν(A)| ≤

max

|A|≤ω

I⊆{1,...,n}, |I|≤ω

P ∃i ∈ I, X̄i 6= Ȳi



and applying the definition of sparse variation distance proves the lemma.
Lemma 3. If π is a distribution with total influence α, and X and Y are two random variables that take on values in the
state space of π, then for any variable i
E [kπi (·|X) − πi (·|Y )kTV ] ≤ α max P (Xj 6= Yj ) ,
j

where, for simplicity of notation, we let πi (·|X) denote the conditional distribution of variable i in π given the values of
all the other variables in state X.
Proof of Lemma 3. Let n be the number of variables in the model. For all k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}, let Zk be a random variable
that takes on values in the state space of π such that, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n},

Zk,j =

Xj
Yj

if j > k
.
if j ≤ k

In particular, Z0 = X and Zn = Y . Now, by the triangle inequality on the total variation distance,
kπi (·|X) − πi (·|Y )kTV = kπi (·|Z0 ) − πi (·|Zn )kTV
n
X
≤
kπi (·|Zk−1 ) − πi (·|Zk )kTV
k=1

Next, we note that Zk−1 = Zk if and only if Xk = Yk . Therefore,
kπi (·|X) − πi (·|Y )kTV ≤

n
X

1Xk 6=Yk kπi (·|Zk−1 ) − πi (·|Zk )kTV .

k=1

Since Zk−1 and Zk differ only at most at index k, it follows that (Zk−1 , Zk ) ∈ Bk , and so,
kπi (·|X) − πi (·|Y )kTV ≤

n
X

1Xk 6=Yk

k=1

max
(U,V )∈Bk

kπi (·|U ) − πi (·|V )kTV .

Maximizing over the right side produces
kπi (·|X) − πi (·|Y )kTV ≤ max
j

n
X
k=1

1Xk 6=Yk

max
(U,V )∈Bk

kπj (·|U ) − πj (·|V )kTV .
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Taking the expected value of both sides produces
E [kπi (·|X) − πi (·|Y )kTV ] ≤ max
j

= max
j

n
X
k=1
n
X

E [1Xk 6=Yk ]

P (Xk 6= Yk )

k=1


≤

max
(U,V )∈Bk

max
(U,V )∈Bk


max P (Xk 6= Yk )
k

kπj (·|U ) − πj (·|V )kTV

max
j

kπj (·|U ) − πj (·|V )kTV

n
X
k=1

!
max
(U,V )∈Bk

kπj (·|U ) − πj (·|V )kTV

.

Finally, applying the definition of total influence gives us
E [kπi (·|X) − πi (·|Y )kTV ] ≤ α max P (Xk 6= Yk ) .
k

This proves the lemma.
Lemma 4. Consider sequential Gibbs sampling on a distribution π with total influence α. Then, for any initial states
(X0 , Y0 ) there exists a coupling of the chains (Xt , Yt ) such that for any variable i and any time t,


1−α
t .
P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) ≤ exp −
n
Proof of Lemma 4. Define the coupling as follows. Start in state (X0 , Y0 ), and at each timestep, choose a single variable
i uniformly at random for both chains to sample. Then, sample the selected variable in both chains using the optimal
coupling, of the conditional distributions of the variable to be sampled in both chains, guaranteed by Proposition 1. Iterated
over time, this defines a full coupling of the two chains.
Next, consider the event that Xi,t+1 6= Yi,t+1 . This event will occur if one of two things happens: either we didn’t sample
variable i at time t and Xi,t 6= Yi,t ; or we did sample variable i at time t, and the sampled variables were not equal. Since
the probability of sampling variable i is n1 , and we know the probability that the sampled variables were not equal from
Proposition 1, it follows that, by the law of total probability,

P (Xi,t+1 6= Yi,t+1 ) =

1−

1
n


P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) +

1
E [kπi (·|Xt ) − πi (·|Yt )kTV ] ,
n

where πi (·|Xt ) denotes the conditional distribution of variable i in π given the values of the other variables in Xt .
Next, we apply the Lemma 3, which gives us
P (Xi,t+1 6= Yi,t+1 ) ≤



α
1
P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) + max P (Xj,t 6= Yj,t ) .
1−
n
n j

Maximizing both sides over i produces


max P (Xi,t+1
i


1
α
6= Yi,t+1 ) ≤ 1 −
max P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) + max P (Xj,t 6= Yj,t )
i
n
n j


1
α
= 1− +
max P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) .
i
n n

Applying this inequality recursively, and noting that maxi P (Xi,0 6= Yi,0 ) ≤ 1, we get

max P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) ≤
i

This gives us the desired result.

1−α
1−
n

t



1−α
≤ exp −
t .
n
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Lemma 5. Consider any model of H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling on a distribution π with total influence α. Then, for any
initial states (X0 , Y0 ) there exists a coupling (Xt , Yt ) of the H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling chains starting at X0 and Y0
respectively such that for any variable i and any time t,


1−α
t
.
P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) ≤ exp −
n + ατ ∗
Proof of Lemma 5. Define the coupling as follows. Start in state (X0 , Y0 ), and at each timestep, choose a single variable i
uniformly at random for both chains to sample. Similarly, choose the H OGWILD ! delays τ̃i,t to also be the same between
the two chains. At time t, let Ũt denote the state that would be read by chain X’s sampler based on the delays, and similarly
let Ṽt denote the state that would be read by chain Y ’s sampler. That is,
Ũi,t = Xi,t−τ̃i,t ,
and similarly,
Ṽi,t = Yi,t−τ̃i,t .
As in the sequential case, we sample the selected variable in both chains using the optimal coupling (of the conditional
distributions of the variable to be sampled in both chains) guaranteed by Proposition 1. Iterated over time, this defines a
full coupling of the two chains.
We follow the same argument as in the sequential case. First, consider the event that Xi,t+1 6= Yi,t+1 . This event will
occur if one of two things happens: either we didn’t sample variable i at time t and Xi,t 6= Yi,t ; or we did sample variable
i at time t, and the sampled variables were not equal. Since the probability of sampling variable i is n1 , and we know the
probability that the sampled variables were not equal from Proposition 1, it follows that, by the law of total probability,

P (Xi,t+1 6= Yi,t+1 ) =

1
1−
n


P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) +

1 h
E πi (·|Ũt ) − πi (·|Ṽt )
n

i

,

TV

where πi (·|Xt ) denotes the conditional distribution of variable i in π given the values of the other variables in Xt .
Next, we apply the Lemma 3, which gives us

P (Xi,t+1 6= Yi,t+1 ) ≤

1
n



1−

1
n



1−


=

P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) +

α
max P (Uj,t 6= Vj,t )
n j

P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) +

X
α
max
P (τ̃j,t = k) P (Xj,t−k 6= Yj,t−k ) .
n j

∞

k=0

Now, if we let
φt = max P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) ,
i

then maximizing the previous expression over i implies that

φt+1



∞
X
α
1
φt + max
P (τ̃j,t = k) φt−k .
≤ 1−
n
n j
k=0

Now, for some constant r ≤ n−1 , let yt be defined to be the sequence
yt = exp(−rt).
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Then, notice that




∞
∞
X
X
1
α
α
1
1−
yt + max
exp(−rt) + max
P (τ̃j,t = k) yt−k = 1 −
P (τ̃j,t = k) exp(−rt + rk)
n
n j
n
n j
k =0
k=0
!


∞
X
α
1
+ max
P (τ̃j,t = k) exp(rk)
= exp(−rt)
1−
n
n j
k=0



1
α
= exp(−rt)
1−
+ max E [exp(rτ̃j,t )] .
n
n j
Now, by the convexity of the exponential function,

1−

1
n

∞


yt +

X
α
max
P (τ̃j,t = k) yt−k ≤ exp(−rt)
n j


1−

k =0

Applying the constraint that

1
n


+






α
τ̃j,t
max 1 + rnE exp
−1
.
n j
n




τ̃j,t
τ∗
E exp
≤1+ ,
n
n

we can reduce this to





∞
X
1
α
α
1
∗
P (τ̃j,t = k) yt−k ≤ exp(−rt)
1−
yt + max
+ (1 + rτ )
1−
n
n j
n
n
k =0


1
α rατ ∗
= yt+1 exp(r) 1 − + +
n n
n


α rατ ∗
1
≤ yt+1 exp(r) exp − + +
n n
n


n + ατ ∗
1−α
= yt+1 exp
r−
.
n
n
Now, we choose r such that the argument to this exponential is zero; that is, we choose
r=

1−α
.
n + ατ ∗

Notice that this choice satisfies the earlier assumption that 0 < r ≤ n−1 . Using this choice, we can conclude that

yt+1 ≥

1−

1
n

∞


yt +

X
α
max
P (τ̃j,t = k) yt−k .
n j
k=0

Therefore, by Lemma 7,



1−α
φt ≤ yt = exp −
t .
n + ατ ∗
This proves the lemma.
Lemma 6. Consider any model of H OGWILD !-Gibbs sampling on a distribution π with total influence α. Then if for
any initial states (X0 , Y0 ) we can construct a coupling (Xt , Yt ) such that the process Xt is distributed according to the
dynamics of H OGWILD !-Gibbs, the process Yt is distributed according to the dynamics of sequential Gibbs, and for any
time t,


1−α
ατ
max P (Xi,t+1 6= Yi,t+1 ) ≤ 1 −
max P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) + 2 .
i
i
n
n
As a secondary result, if the chain satisfies Dobrushin’s condition (α < 1), then for any variable i and any time t,


1−α
ατ
P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) ≤ exp −
t +
.
n
(1 − α)n
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Proof of Lemma 6. Define the coupling as follows. Start in state (X0 , Y0 ), and at each timestep, choose a single variable
I˜t uniformly at random for both chains to sample. Then, choose the delays τ̃i,t for the H OGWILD ! chain Xt . At time t, let
Ũt denote the state that would be read by chain X’s sampler based on the delays. That is,
Ũi,t = Xi,t−τ̃i,t .
As done previously, we sample the selected variable I˜t in both chains using the optimal coupling guaranteed by Proposition
1. Iterated over time, this defines a full coupling of the two chains.
We follow a similar argument as in the above lemmas used to bound the mixing time. First, consider the event that
Xi,t+1 6= Yi,t+1 . This event will occur if one of two things happens: either we didn’t sample variable i at time t and
Xi,t 6= Yi,t ; or we did sample variable i at time t, and the sampled variables were not equal. Since the probability of
sampling variable i is n1 , and we know the probability that the sampled variables were not equal from Proposition 1, it
follows that, by the law of total probability,

P (Xi,t+1 6= Yi,t+1 ) =

1−

1
n



1 h
E πi (·|Ũt ) − πi (·|Ỹt )
n

P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) +

i

,

TV

where πi (·|Xt ) denotes the conditional distribution of variable i in π given the values of the other variables in Xt .
Next, we apply the Lemma 3, which gives us

P (Xi,t+1 6= Yi,t+1 ) ≤

1
1−
n



1
n




=

1−

α
max P (Uj,t 6= Yj,t )
n j
∞
X
α
P (τ̃j,t = k) P (Xj,t−k 6= Yj,t ) .
6 Yi,t ) + max
=
n j

P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) +
P (Xi,t

k=0

In order to evaluate this, we notice that the event Xj,t−k 6= Yj,t can happen only if either Xj,t 6= Yj,t or at some time s,
where t − k ≤ s < t, we sampled variable j (that is, I˜s = j). Therefore, by the union bound,
P (Xj,t−k 6= Yj,t ) ≤ P (Xj,t 6= Yj,t ) +

t−1
X



P I˜s = j .

s=t−k

Since the probability of sampling variable j at any time is always just n1 , we can reduce this to
P (Xj,t−k 6= Yj,t ) ≤ P (Xj,t 6= Yj,t ) +

k
.
n

Substituting this into our previous expression produces

P (Xi,t+1 6= Yi,t+1 ) ≤

1
1−
n


P (Xi,t



∞
X
α
k
6 Yi,t ) + max
=
P (τ̃j,t = k) P (Xj,t 6= Yj,t ) +
n j
n
k=0




1−α
= 1−
P (Xi,t =
6 Yi,t ) +
n


1−α
≤ 1−
P (Xi,t =
6 Yi,t ) +
n

α
max E [τ̃j,t ]
n2 j
ατ
.
n2

Now, if we let
φt = max P (Xi,t 6= Yi,t ) ,
i

then maximizing the previous expression over i implies that


1−α
ατ
φt+1 ≤ 1 −
φt + 2 .
n
n
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Subtracting from both sides to identify the fixed point gives us
φt+1 −


ατ
1−α
ατ
φt + 2 −
n
n
(1 − α)n



1−α
ατ
= 1−
φt −
.
n
(1 − α)n

ατ
≤
(1 − α)n



1−

Applying this inequality recursively lets us conclude that
t 

1−α
ατ
1−
φ0 −
n
(1 − α)n


1−α
≤ exp −
t ,
n

ατ
≤
φt −
(1 − α)n



and so,


ατ
1−α
t +
.
φt ≤ exp −
n
(1 − α)n
This is the desired expression.
Lemma 7 (Monotonic Sequence Domination Lemma). Let x0 , x1 , . . . be a sequence such that, for all t,
xt+1 ≤ ft (xt , xt−1 , . . . , x0 ),
where ft is a function that is monotonically increasing in all of its arguments. Then, for any sequence y0 , y1 , . . ., if x0 = y0
and for all t,
yt+1 ≥ ft (yt , yt−1 , . . . , y0 ),
then for all t,
xt ≤ yt .
Proof of Lemma 7. We will approach this by induction. The base case holds by assumption, since x0 = y0 . For the
inductive case, if xt ≤ yt for all t ≤ T , then
xT +1 ≤ fT (xT , xT −1 , . . . , x0 ).
By monotonicity and the inductive hypothesis,
xT +1 ≤ fT (yT , yT −1 , . . . , y0 ),
and therefore,
xT +1 ≤ yT +1 .
Applying induction to this proves the lemma.
Lemma 8. Consider the model on N variables Xi , for N odd, where each Xi takes on values in {−1, 1} and has
probability

1
1 if 1T X = 1
π(X) =
0 if 1T X > 1
ZX
Then Gibbs sampling on this model (assuming that we allow the chain to start only at a state X where π(X) > 0) has
mixing time
tmix = O(n log n).
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Proof of Lemma 8. (This lemma contains much of the technical work needed to prove Statement 1. A higher-level motivation for why we are proving this lemma is furnished in the proof of that result.)
Assume that, as we run the chain described in this lemma, we also assign a “color” to each of the variables. All variables
with an initial value of 1 start out as black, and all other variables start out as white. Let Bt denote the set of variables that
are colored black at any time t, and let St denote the sum of all variables that are colored black at that time. We re-color
variables according to the following procedure:
1. Whenever we change a variable’s value from −1 to 1, if it is colored white, color it black.
2. Whenever we change a variable’s value from −1 to 1, if it is already colored black, choose a random variable that had
value −1 at time t, and if it is white, color it black.
Note that as a consequence of this result, a variable that is colored white always has value −1.
We will prove the following sub-result by induction on t: given a time t, set Bt , and sum St , the values of the variables in
Bt are uniformly distributed over the set of possible assignments that are consistent with St .
(Base Case.) The base case is straightforward. Since B0 is just the set of variables that have value 1, there is only one
possible assignment that is consistent with S0 : the assignment in which all variables take on the value 1. Since this
assignment actually occurs with probability 1, the statement holds.
(Inductive Case.) Assume that the sub-result is true at time t. The sampler chooses a new variable i to sample. One of the
following things will happen:
• We don’t re-color any variables, or change the values of any variables in Bt . In this case, Bt+1 = Bt and St+1 = St .
Since there is no change to B or S, all consistent assignments of the black variables are still equiprobable.
• We don’t re-color any variables, but we do change the value of some variable in Bt (by changing its value from 1
to −1). Since we sampled the variable i at random, all consistent assignments of the black variables will remain
equiprobable.
• We re-color some variable j black. There are two events that can cause this:
– We could have sampled variable j (that is i = j), and changed its value from −1 to 1. This will happen with
probability
1
1 1
· =
N 2
2N
– We could have sampled a variable i 6= j that is already colored black, changed its value from −1 to 1, and then
chosen variable j at random to color black. Since, at time t, the number of variables with value −1 must be
N +1
,
2
(since we are about to change a value from −1 to 1), this will happen with probability
2
u
u 1
· ·
=
N 2 N +1
N (N + 1)
where u is the number of black-colored variables that have value −1 at time t.
From this analysis, it follows that, given that we re-colored some variable j black, it will have value −1 with probability
u
u
N (N +1)
P (variable j has value −1) = 1
=
.
u
u + N2+1
2N + N (N +1)
In particular, at time t, the number of variables that are in Bt is
N −1
+ u,
2
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since all variables with value 1 are in Bt , and Bt is stipulated to contain u additional variables with value −1. It
follows that at time t + 1, the number of variables that are in Bt is
N +1
+ u,
2
and there will still be u variables in Bt+1 with value −1. Therefore, the fraction of variables in Bt+1 that have value
−1 will be
u
.
u + N2+1
Note that this is exactly equal to the probability that variable j will have value −1. Combining this with the inductive
hypothesis shows that the consistent states will all remain equiprobable in this case.
Since the consistent states remain equiprobable in all of the possible cases, it follows from the law of total probability that
the consistent states are equiprobable in all cases. This shows that the sub-result holds in the inductive case.
We have now showed that given a time t, set Bt , and sum St , the values of the variables in Bt are uniformly distributed
over the set of possible assignments that are consistent with St . This implies that if T1 is the first time at which the set Bt
contains all variables, the value of XT is are uniformly distributed over all possible states with 1T X = 1.
Now, we performed this construction for a particular polarity of swaps (i.e. focusing on switches from −1 to 1), but by
symmetry we could just as easily have used the same construction with the signs of all the variables reversed. If we let T−1
be the first time at which the set Bt contains all variables using this reverse-polarity construction, then the value of XT is
uniformly distributed over all possible states with 1T X = −1.
Let T ∗ be a random variable that is T1 with probability 21 and T−1 with probability 12 . It follows that at time T ∗ , the
distribution of XT ∗ will be π. Therefore, T ∗ is a strong stationary time for this chain. By the properties of strong
stationary times,
tmix ≤ 4E [T ∗ ] .
To bound the mixing time, we start by noticing that
E [T ∗ ] =

1
1
E [T1 ] + E [T−1 ] = E [T1 ] .
2
2

If we let T̄ be the first time at which each variable has been set to 1 at least once, then
T1 ≤ T̄ .
Now, if we sample a variable, the probability that we will set it to 1 is (roughly) 14 . It follows from the coupon collector’s
problem bound that the expected amount of time required to set all variables to 1 at least once is
 
E T̄ = O(n log n).
Combining this with the previous inequalities lets us conclude that
tmix = O(n log n),
which proves the lemma.

